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Keeping your tent secure
Don’t leave valuables inside your tent
Tents can be easily broken into as they generally have few security
features. Please make an effort to take valuables with you when you
leave your tent

Secure property you leave outside your tent
If you must keep items outside your tent because they cannot be
stored elsewhere, such as bikes and furniture, consider securing
them to stable objects, such as a tree.
If this is not practical, consider chaining them together to make
them more difficult to steal.

Padlocks can draw attention to your tent
You might think it’s a good idea to use a padlock on your tent zips,
but this can draw more attention to your tent and give thieves the
impression that you have valuables inside.

Use on-site lockers
If lockers are available at the festival site, knowing your valuables
are safe inside will give you peace of mind.

Split cash and cards
Keep your cash and cards in two places on you, for example: one
lot in your wallet and the other in a zipped pocket.

Keep your festival ticket safe
Tickets can be expensive. Keep it safe at all times

Personal safety
Report suspicious behaviour
When you arrive at the festival site, or ideally before you go, make
sure you know how you can report any suspicious or criminal
behaviour on site

Stick to main routes and well-lit areas
When it gets dark, try to use main thoroughfares and well-lit areas of
the site and stay with your friends

Get to know your surroundings
When you arrive, make sure you know exactly where your camping
area is and how to find it. Try to remember a landmark nearby or
memorise the campsite’s name. Check where the nearest first aid
and fire safety points are

Know your limits
Remember, alcohol can impair your judgement. Drink in
moderation and sip on non-alcoholic drinks in between drinks

Drugs
Possession of controlled drugs and supplying anyone else with
drugs is illegal. You could be prosecuted
Keep an eye on your children
If your children are attending, make sure you know where they are
at all times. In your group, decide on a rendezvous point at the start
of the event in case you get seperated
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